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Cost of Chinese goods may rise
Effect of revalued yuan still unclear

By MARTIN CRUTSINGER, The Associated Press
WASHINGTON -- Attention Kmart and Wal-Mart shoppers: The prices you pay
for sneakers, sweat shirts, toys and thousands of other items made in China are
likely to begin rising soon.
That's because of China's announcement Thursday that it is revaluing its
currency. More uncertain is whether the small revaluation will make a noticeable
dent in America's large trade deficit with China.
The Bush administration, facing political pressure because of a record $162
billion deficit with China, hailed the announcement as a victory. Officials from
President Bush on down have pressed China to stop linking the value of its
currency, the yuan, at a fixed rate to the U.S. dollar.
But some economists worry that China may have unleashed economic forces
that will eventually worsen inflation in the United States by making imports not
just from China but all of Asia more expensive for Americans.
The biggest initial impact on consumers may come in toy prices, since about 75
percent of toys sold in the United States come from China.
There also is concern that interest rates will rise as the Chinese curb purchases
of U.S. Treasury bonds they have been making to keep the yuan fixed in value
against the dollar.
But analysts argued that the overall effect on U.S. and world economies will be
positive, trimming deficits that pose a threat to global financial stability.
A rising value of the yuan in relationship to the dollar is expected to eventually
stabilize and then begin lowering the U.S. trade deficit and boost the fortunes of
beleaguered American manufacturers, who have lost 3 million jobs since mid2000.
"The winner in all of this will be American businesses and ultimately U.S.
workers," said Mark Zandi, economist at Economy.com, a forecasting firm. "It is
now more likely that a person working in a U.S. factory today will still be working
in that factory five years from now because American products will be more
competitive."
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An undervalued yuan has made Chinese products cheaper in U.S. markets and
American products more expensive in China. American companies contend that
the yuan is undervalued by as much as 40 percent against the dollar. U.S.
automakers estimate a mid-size American-made car costs Chinese consumers
$2,000 more because of the undervalued currency.
In North Carolina, struggling textile companies and other manufacturers that
compete head-on with Chinese companies, such as Charlotte-based Nucor
Steel, stand to benefit as the yuan is revalued.
"Textile companies are facing intense competition from China," said Campbell
Harvey, a faculty member at Duke's Fuqua School of Business. "Anything that
pushes the price of [Chinese] textiles up benefits them."
But companies that buy supply parts from China could be hurt by higher prices.
Potential losers could Deere & Co., which may have to pay more for steel to
make its farm and lawn-care equipment.
Among the possible winners are companies such as Dill Air Controls Products in
Roxboro, which makes air valves for tires, and competes directly against
Chinese companies.
Daniel R. DiMicco, president and chief executive of Nucor, said the Chinese
didn't go nearly far enough in the revaluation.
"The only thing I can say is that this is a less than generous effort to deal with a
serious issue," DiMicco said. "This is token attempt to quiet people, but I hope
they will not be quieted."
(Staff writer Vicki Lee Parker contributed to this report.)
All rights reserved. This copyrighted material may not be
published, broadcast or redistributed in any manner.
Staff writer Vicki Lee Parker contributed to this report.
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